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A. Virus: 
A self-replicating program. Some definitions also add the constraint 
saying that it has to attach itself to a host program to be able to replicate. 
Often Viruses require a host, and their goal is to infect other files so that 
the virus can live longer.

B. Worms:        
Worms are insidious because they rely less (or not at all) upon human 
behavior in order to spread themselves from one computer to others. 
The computer worm is a program that is designed to copy itself from 
one computer to another, leveraging some network medium: e-mail, 
TCP/IP, etc. The worm is more interested in infecting as many 
machines as possible on the network, and less interested in spreading 
many copies of itself on a single computer (like a computer virus).

Some categories that come under worms are:
i.Mailers and Mass-Mailer worms
ii.Octopus
iii.Rabbits

C. Trojan Horses:
 Trojan Horse is a one which pretend to be useful programs but do some 
unwanted action. Most trojan activate when they are run and 
sometimes destroy the structure of the current drive (FATs, directories, 
etc.) obliterating themselves in the process. These does not require a 
host and does not replicate. A special type is the backdoor trojan, which 
does not do anything overtly destructive, but sets your computer open 
for remote control and unauthorized access.

Ÿ D. Other Malicious objects :
There are other types of malicious programs apart from Viruses, 
Worms and Trojan Horses. Some of them are described below.

I.Logic Bombs:  
A logic bomb is a programmed malfunction of a legitimate application. 
These are intentionally inserted in otherwise good code. They remains 
hidden with only their effects are being visible. These are not 
replicated. Bugs do everything except make more bugs.

ii.Germs: 
These are first-generation viruses in a form that the virus cannot 
generate to its usual infection process. When the virus is compiled for 
the first time, it exists in a special form and normally does not have a 
host program attached to it. Germs will not have the usual marks that 
the most viruses use in second-generation form to flag infected files to 
avoid reinfecting an already infected object.

iii.Exploits: 
Exploit is specific to single vulnerability or set of vulnerabilities. Its 
goal is to run a program (possibly remote, networked) system 
automatically or provide some other form of more highly privileged 
access to the target system.

iv.Effectiveness –
Many of the computer viruses have far-reaching and catastrophic 
effects on their victims, including total  loss of data, programs, and 
even the operating systems.

v.Functionality –
 A wide variety of functions has been demonstrated in virus programs. 
Some virus programs merely spread themselves to applications 
without attacking data files, program functions, or operating system 
activities. Other viruses are programmed to damage or delete files, and 
even to destroy systems.

vi.Persistence – 
In many cases, especially networked operations, eradication of viruses 
has been complicated by the ability of virus program to repeatedly 
spread and reoccur through the networked system from a single copy.

Ÿ The following are some of the characteristics of Viruses:

I.Size-
The sizes of the program code required for computer viruses are very 
small.

ii.Versatility- 
Computer viruses have appeared with the ability to generically attack a 
wide variety of applications.

iii.Propagation- 
Once a computer virus has infected a program, while this program is 
running, the virus is able to spread to other programs and files 
accessible to the computer system.

Ÿ Here we define three categories of worms
i.E-mail (and other Client application) worms 
ii.Windows file sharing worms
iii.Traditional worms.
i.E-mail worms- Email worms are programs that, when executed on a 
local system, take advantage of user's email capabilities to send 
themselves to others.
ii.Windows file sharing worms take advantage to the Microsoft 
Windows Peer-to- Peer service that is enabled whenever windows 
determines networking hardware is present in a system.
iii.Traditional worms are worms that do not require user intervention 
and /or Worms that use other methods of propagation.

Most often the propagation uses direct connections over TCP/IP based 
protocols to exploit vulnerabilities in OS applications.

History of Malicious attacks in network:
The first computer worm program was created at XEROX PARC for 
some maintenance purpose [1]

The year of 1980's some incidents which came to light due to cyber-
crime are AT&T Long distance Breakdown, several glitches aboard the 
shuttle Columbia, other a on Airbus A 320 crashes etc.[2]

On December 1987 Christmas Tree was the first malicious code to use 
e-mail to propagate through it did trick the user into opening a fake 
Christmas card like a Trojan horse [3].

In 1993 (after Share Fun Virus) one new virus was found in both e-mail 
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and IRC to propagate known as Antimare [3].
After 4 years in 1997 month of Feb was found the first known virus to 
use e-mail to spread in the network was properly known Sharefun. [3]

In 1998, several dozen-computer systems in U.S military installations 
and government agencies were successfully breached [4].

In December 1999, the owners and operators of the Napster web site 
were sued by the Recording Industry Association of American for 
“illegally” distributing copy righted music (in the form of MP3 files) 
on the Internet [4].

In March 1999 first mass mailer, E-Mailed itself to the first 50 entries in 
the user address book, causing a widespread epidemic Melissa was 
found. [3]

In February 2000, various websites like Amazon, eBay, CNN, Yahoo, 
and others were owned illegally by criminals [4]

And March 2000 LoveLetter virus was Introduced hidden double 
extensions. used the prospect of a secret admire to entice users to 
execute it [4].

In May 2000 'I LOVE YOU” virus also known as lovebug infected 
many computers in Europe, U.S., and Asia [4]

Few other Email worms discovered in year 2000 like “stages “in May 
2000 and” VBSWG Toolkit “June 2000 and other one is windows File 
sharing worm in Feb. 2000 is “NetLog”[3].

Year 2001 was declared as the “Year of worms” as many of the worms 
like self – replicating code, fast moving worms like Magistr, Sircam, 
PeachyPDF,Nimda, Klez, Goner is Email worms, and Few others are 
shorm &.Nimda are Windows File sharing worms.

Some other Traditional worms are detected in 2001 is 'Ramen', Jan 
2001, Lion Ma 2001, Box Poison May 2001 cheese Jun 2001, code Red 
Jul 2001, walk Aug 2001, Nimda  Sep. 2001 [3].

Year 2002 some windows file sharing worms are detected like Ladex 
Jul 2002, Opasery Sept. 2002, Goabot Oct. 2002. [3]

In 2003 was not a silent year about malicious objects. various worms 
were activated like Bibrog, Netspree, Slammer, W32/Sobig, etc. 
[5],[6],[7]

All these events were due to the worm propagation or generating bogus 
messages. These are some events, which because a matter of concern 
to the persons related to the cyber defense world.

A good taxonomy has been provided by Nicholas Weaver and his team, 
to understand the threat posed by computer worms, to understand the 
classes of worms, to know the attackers who may employ them, and the 
potential payloads. Malicious objects first discover the computer 
machine whether it is exists or not, it can be done by pre-generated 
target list or externally generated target list[8].

After that, activation is carried out by some means like human activity 
based, scheduled process activation or self-activation, a large payload 
is generated on Data servers, Proxy servers HTML servers, E-mail 
Servers or at some worm detection mechanisms and cause an 
information loss[8].

What are the reasons behind these destructive events? Who motivate 
and promote them? Who are the real attackers? Answers of these 
questions may be due to experimental curiosity. Pride and power, 
commercial advantage, extrusion and criminal gain, random protest, 
political protest or terrorism [8].

current Internet system having more than 233 million of computers till 
Jan-2004[9], are prone to threat from various malicious objects, may 
be of any type like-worm, virus, Trojan horse, etc and they can spread 
over the Internet through-

Secondary memory (Floppy, Hard-disk, CD-ROM etc)
E-mail (Attachments)
Instant Messaging (FTP, Text Messaging, Chat etc.)
Malicious Boot Programs [10]

In year of 2004 some E-mail worms are discovered like 
th thw32/Bangle.gen 18  Jan 2004 W32/MyDoom@mm 26  Jan2004. 

W32/Netsky.J@MM8th March 2004 and some other Internet worms 
th stare W32/sasser.worm.a 30  April 2004, Perl/Santy.worm 21  

Dec.2004.[5],[6],[7]

In year 2005 the worm type is Internet /IRC worm name is 
thW32/IRCboot.worm/MS05-039 in 16  Aug 2005.[5][6][7]

In year 2006 the worm type is Email/File-sharing Networm worm 
thName is W32-Nyxem.e 16  Jan 2006 and some other Email worm is 

W32. Rontokbro.AN@m22nd April 2006.[5],[6],[7].

rdYear 2008 some Internet worms are W32/Koobface.worm 3  
thAug2008.and 2009 W32/conficker.worm 13  Jan 2009 W32.stuxnet 

th th13  July 2010, In year 2011 W32.Morto 28  Aug 2011 Internet worms 
are discovered.[5,6,7]

2011:-
Spy Eye and Zeus merged code is seen [15] New variants attack mobile 
phone banking information [16]

Anti-Spyware 2011, a Trojan horse that attacks windows 
9x,2000,xp,Vista, and Windows 7,posing as an anti-spyware program. 
It actually disables security related process of anti-virus programs, 
while also blocking access to the Internet, which prevents updates [17].

thJuly 13 : The Zero Access rootkit (also known as sirefef or max ++) 
was discovered.

stSeptember 1  : Duqu is a worm thought to be related to the stuxnet 
worm. The laboratory, of cryptography and system security 
(CrySyShab)[18] of the Budapest University of Technology and 
Economics in Hungary discovered the threat, analysed the malware, 
and wrote a 60 – page report naming the threat Duqu.[19],[20] Duqu 
gets its name from the prefix '~DQ” it gives to the names of files it 
creates.[21].

2012:-
Ÿ May: Flame also known as Flamer, sky Wiper, and Sky Wiper a 

modular computer malware that attacks computers running 
Microsoft Windows. Used for targeted cyber espionage in Middle 
Eastern countries. Its discovery was announced on 28 May 2012 
by MAHER Center of Iranian National Computer Emergency 
Response Team (CERT), Kaspersky Lab and CrySyS Lab of the 
Budapest University of Technology and Economics. CrySyS 
stated in their report that "sKyWIper is certainly the most 
sophisticated malware[22]

2013
Ÿ September: The CryptoLocker Trojan horse is discovered. 

CryptoLocker encrypts the files on a user's hard drive, then 
prompts them to pay a ransom to the developer in order to receive 
the decryption key. In the following months, a number of copycat 
ransomware Trojans are also discovered.

Ÿ December: The Gameover ZeuS Trojan is discovered. This type of 
virus steals one's login details on popular Web sites that involve 
monetary transactions. It works by detecting a login page, then 
proceeds to inject a malicious code into the page, keystroke 
logging the computer user's details.

Ÿ December: Linux.Darlloz targets the Internet of things and infects 
routers, security cameras, set-top boxes by exploiting a PHP 
vulnerability.[23][24]

2014
Ÿ November: The Regin Trojan horse is discovered. Regin is a 

dropper that is primarily spread via spoofed Web pages. Once 
downloaded, Regin quietly downloads extensions of itself, 
making it difficult to be detected via antivirus signatures. It is 
suspected to have been created by the United States and United 
Kingdom over a period of months or years, as a tool for espionage 
and mass surveillance.[25]

2015
Ÿ The BASHLITE malware is leaked leading to a massive spike in 

DDoS attacks.[26]
Ÿ Linux.Wifatch is revealed to the general public. It is found to 

attempt to secure devices from other more malicious 
malware.[27][28][29][30]
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2016
Ÿ February: Ransomware Locky with its over 60 derivatives spread 

throughout Europe and infected several million computers. At the 
height of the spread over five thousand computers per hour were 
infected in Germany alone.[31]

Ÿ February: Tiny Banker Trojan (Tinba) makes headlines.[32]
Ÿ September: Mirai creates headlines by launching some of the most 

powerful and disruptive DDoS attacks seen to date by infecting the 
Internet of Things. Mirai ends up being used in the DDoS attack on 
20 Sept. 2016 on the Krebs on Security site which reached 620 
Gbit/s.[33]

2017
Ÿ May: The WannaCry ransomware attack spreads globally. 

Exploits revealed in the NSA hacking toolkit leak of late 2016 
were used to enable the propagation of the malware.[34] Shortly 
after the news of the infections broke online, a UK cyber security 
researcher in collaboration with others found and activated a "kill 
switch" hidden within the ransomware, effectively halting the 
initial wave of its global propagation.[35] The next day, 
researchers announced that they had found new variants of the 
malware without the kill switch.[36]

Ÿ Petya (malware) attack spreads globally affecting June: The 
Windows systems. Researchers at Symantec reveal that this 
ransomware uses the Eternal Blue exploit, similar to the one used 
in the WannaCry ransomware attack.[37][38][39] 

Ÿ September: The Xafecopy Trojan attack 47 countries affecting 
only Android operating systems. Kaspersky Lab identified it as a 
malware from the Ubsod family, stealing money through click 
based WAP billing systems.[40][41] 

Ÿ September: A new variety of RAT Trojan, Kedi RAT (Remote 
Access Trojan) distributed in a Spear Phishing Campaign. The 
attack targeted Citrix users. The Trojan was able to evade usual 
system scanners. Kedi Trojan has all characteristics of a common 
Remote Access Trojan and it could communicate to its Command 
and Control center via Gmail using common HTML, HTTP 
protocols.[42][43].

 
Survey table for Virus, Worms and Antivirus:

CONCLUSIONS:
We have found different types of worms/Virus/Malicious Signals in 
the network and its behavior according to the nature of viruses/worms/ 
Malicious Signals we also need patches for update the anti-virus 
software.
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